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Commission Requests School Records
by Chuck Leone
material involved. If the school
does receive a subpeona, Potts
The District
of Columbia
Human Rights commission, ac- said that there would be full
ting on a complaint filed on compliance with its terms. Other
(such as the law
April 17, 1974, by the Black information
structAmerican Law Student Associa- school's organizational
ure) requested by the Commistion (BALSA) at the National
Law Center, has requested vari- sion is now in the process of
ous law school records from the compilation and will be given to
the Commission when it becolaw school.
Associate Dean Edward Potts, mes available.
Members of the National Law
while agreeing to provide to the
Commission some of the infor- Center's staff did meet on June 4
mation requested. has declined with executive officers and the
to give the Commission
any general counsel of the Human
material that he believes would Rights Commission to work out
violate the confidentiality of the general guidelines on how to
records of some individual stu- proceed. At that time Commission representatives expressed a
dents.
Potts said that since the desire to proceed quickly toward
school has refused to provide the a resolution of the allegations
information voluntarily. he ex- contained in the complaint.
The complaint was first filed
pects the Human Rights Commthe law
ission to issue a subpeona for the by BALSA against

SBAReport

school on April 17, 1974. In that
complaint BALSA charged the
school with raciallydiscriminatory practices. particularly
an
unwillingness on the part of the
administration
to assist in resolving academic problems, negative responses on the part of
faculty members to the attempts
of black students to .participate
in class discussion, and grading
practices
that
suggested
an
unequal application
of standards.
The complaint further alleged
ineffective
and discriminatory
grade
review procedures
for
those wishing to review possible
academic deficiencies manifested in written work. BALSA
stated that not only do professors resist such review efforts
and fail to elaborate on reasons
for unsatisfactory
grades. but
that only the only vehicle for
administrative review, the scholarship committee (available only
when a student is placed on
academic probation) is comprised of professors
who are
allegedly biased in their appraisal of black students' academic
work.
(The faculty of the National
Law Center. in a meeting on
April 9, 1974, subsequent to the
filing of the BALSA complaint,

by Tomas Garza
Iwould like to welcome everyone to the NLC, both those returning
and those here for the first time.
Those new to the law school will soon learn everything they needed
to know. like where to park. where to catch the bus, which of the
recommended books are really needed. and where to get something
good and inexpensive to eat.
The second year students are full of confidence after successfully
completing their first year of law school. They are ready to attack
that second year and anxious to use their extensive knowledge of the
law.
Third -year students are mostly marking time and deeply involved
in securing a job after graduation. This fall semester will find the
third year students interviewing for jobs; and spring semester will
find them waiting for the returns to come in and comparing the reby Oliver Denier Long
turns among themselves.
The Law Student Division of
The SBA has been in full swing for a week starting with registrathe American Bar Association
tion. This week. the confusion of locker assignments and the book (ABA-LSD) held its annual conexchange should keep the SBA members busy. Those of you that did vention in Chicago, August 1-4.
not or could not get a locker. please do not give up. We have some The turnout was one of the
library lockers in the basement of the library which we will assign as largest in the history of the Disoon as we install new locks on them.
vision, with 106 law schools
Many have asked why the book exchange was late this year. The ~eprese~t~d, and over 300 paybiggest problem was a lack of personnel; there were not enough SBA 109 participants.
members here this summer to handle the job.
The most significant events of
This Wednesday an orientation for first year students on study the meeting were the approval of
habits and techniques will be held in Room 10 of Stockton Hall at a Blue Ribbon
Commission
8:00p.m.
recommendation
limiting
the
On September 6th the SBA will give the entering class of first year participation,
in ABA-LSD of
students a party of free beer, pretzels. and live music. This social students from unapproved
law
event will be. held in the Quadrangle and will commence at ap- schools ~ntil at least 1976, and
proximately 7 or 7:30 p.m, Everyone including the faculty and staff the election of executive officers
is invited to join the festivities and acquaint themselves with the who emphasized activism, commembers of the entering class.
munication,
and building the
Sometime this weekthe Budget Committee of the SBA will notify organization's grass roots.
all organizations funded by the SBA on how and when to submit a
The participants
in the conbudget request. A Budget Committee hearing will follow soon after vention were well dressed, handeveryone has submitted its budget request.
shaking, opinionated, and most
This year the SBA plans to continue the sports program if there often grouped according to their
are enough persons interested. If you have any ideas on our sports circuit. The District of Columprogram, please come by the SBA office and talk to us.
bia, (or thirteenth
divisional
If the SBA receives as much cooperation from the student body circuit) was one of only two juristhis semester as it did last spring, then we can look forward to a dictions in the country to' have
prosperous and active semester.
voting representatives from every

did approve two proposals submitted
by the Student
Bar
Association establishing a right
of every student to have his or
her exam paper returned and to
have a private conference with
the professor
concerning
the
exam and grade a reasonable
time after the grades are posted.I
The faculty, also in response to
the BALSA charges, set up a
committee
to look into the
allegations.
The
committee,
chaired by Professor Harold P.
Green, was formed to examine
the complaint itself as well as to
make a survey of the entire
situation that gave rise to the
BALSA charges.
Professor Green noted that
the committee had been inactive
during the summer, primarily
because the information
that it
.would need to come to any sort
of recommendation
is not yet
available
from the school or
from BALSA.
Student members of the committee did. however, devise a
new anonymous grading system
for the exams of first year
students during the past spring
semester. The committee
does
not yet know whether the system
was useful
in reducing
the
disparity between the grades of
black students and those of the

class as a whole since some of
the necessary background information is not yet available to
make such an evaluation.
At the time the complaint was
filed a BALSA representative
stated that the action was the
next incrimental
step towards
getting an administrative response after initial attempts at
communication
had failed. The
complaint referred to such attempts going back to February.
BALSA stated last April that its
primary objective was to obtain
an adequate
forum for the
redress of black students' grievances.
During

an interview with the
Dean
Potts stated that he expected a
fairly
prolonged
procedure,
partly
because
some of the
information
requested is complicated and will take some time
to compile and partly because he
is not certain of the exact thrust
of the
complaint
and the
direction it will take.

Advocate in mid-August,

Potts mentioned that he did
not consider the complaint to be
antagonistic
but a device for
exposing areas of disagreement;
once those
areas
are more
visible, Potts feels that they can
be better dealt with.

ABA Law Student Convention
Limits Membership Eligibility
o_ne of its law schools. Women
and Blacks were both present in
substantial
number
and
accounted for over a third of the
candidates for various offices.
Seven members of the Division, formed into a Blue Ribbon
Commission,
worked
for
8
months formulating
a proposal
regarding the 83 law schools in
the ~nited States which have not
received A.B.A. approval. This
group submitted its report to the
Convention House of Delegates
recommending
that the 2 600
L.S.D. members from the ·:u _
a~prove d" schools be main-n
tamed at . their current q uasl-.
membership
status until September 1976, and then phased
out
. .
R altogether . The Com' rmssion
eport was narrowly adopted by
the convention,
after considerable controversy
and bitterness.
. These were two sides of the
Issue , th e " membership"
.
and th "
view,
e accreditation"
.
Both sides were in
view.
that the', lOU ..
a,¥reement
napproved
schools

should be offered [ull member'
ship status in the L.S.D.. or
nothing at all. Virtually no one
at the convention was satisfied
with the current quasi-participatory system allowing the "unapproved"
students ever)1hing
but ABA-LSD funding.
The
"membership"
camp
backed the non-ABA certilied
law schools, and presented the
following argument: the purpose
of the L.S.D. is to advance
learning. The way to advance it
is to allow all students of the law,
whatever their educational background, access to the national
forum' for information and ideas
that is uniquely reflected by the
Law Student Division. Further,
quoting from the Commission
Report, "the final thrust of the
membership
analysis is that
once a student from any 'law
training institution' approved by
a state is admitted to the Bar,
the student is eligible for A.B.A.
membership.
Thus, ... wh7 p~~
elude such membership 10 t
(See ABA-LSD) p. 8)
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SBA Releases Clinical Descriptions
Descriptions of most of the clinical law programs offered by the
National Law Center are given below. These descriptions have been
compiled by the S.B.A. Clinical Education Committee with the help
of the faculty advisors of the various programs. It is hoped that
students will avail themselves of clinical programs this semester and
use these descriptions in planning for future semesters.
While the number and types of programs being offered is rather
extensive, there is certainly room for more programs. Any student
who is interested in a clinical program not being presently offered, is
invited to make suggestions to the S.B.A. Clinical Education
Committee. (lWoreDescriptions p. 6 & 7.)

LSCRRC

Law 399
As Director of the Environmental Law Program, Professor
Reitze offers two distinct clinical
courses. For students primarily
interested in working with ongoing projects, Clinical Studies
in Environmental
Law (509) is
preferred.
For those students
interested in initiating their own
projects, . assumedly with Environmental
Law emphasis, 399
might be appropriate.
It should
be noted that projects must be
approved in advance by the Law
Center Supervisory Committee
both as to whether the project is
appropriate
and as to the
number of semester hours of
credit to be granted. This is not
a requirement of Clinical Studies in Environmental Law (509).
399 is open to third-year law
students.
The grade of CR
(Credit) or NC (No Credit) is
given for this course.

Law 509
The student
works on a
project in the environmental law
field under the supervision of
both the faculty director of the
program and a lawyer practicing
environmental
law. The project
may involve working with a
government agency, a congressional committee, a private practitioner, or a nonprofit publicinterest environmental
organ ization. The aim of the course is
to have the student produce a
serious piece of professional
work under close supervision.
Admission
to this course
requires second-semester
second-year, third-year, or graduate
standing and permission of the
Director of the Environmental
Law Program (Professor Reitze).
Students who have mastered the
fundamentals
of environmental
law are selected for this course.
Normally this will require completion of at least Law 380
(Environmental
Law I). In addition, consideration will be based
on the other environmentally
related courses taken including
those in Natural Resources Law
and in Law, Science, and Technology, as well as work experience and other demonstrated
interest in environmental
law.
Students
may repeat
this
course for a maximum
of 8
semester hours of credit. The
grade CR (Credit? or. N~. (~?.
Credit) is given: (or, tlH~ .c0~rs,e.
" ••
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LSCRRC is a national
organization which places law students in jobs where they can
participate
in important
civil
rights-related
litigation
and
other projects. Its purpose is to
help students who wish to apply
their legal training in working
towards elimination
of racial,
sexual and economic discrimination.
The LSCRRC chapter at the
National
Law Center
offers
second and third year students
an opportunity
to earn two
points of academic credit per
semester for two semesters under Law 343. A commitment of
about ten hours per week is required. Students may choose internships in a variety of civil
rights-related public interest organizations
in Washington,
of
which the following are a few
examples:
• The Government
Employees' Legal Advice and Referral
Service, operated by the D.C.
Bar (Unified) provides counsel
for Federal and D.C. employees
who believe that they have suffered discrimination
based on
race, sex or national origin. Students will work with attorneys on
both
administrative
hearings
and litigated cases. After gaining experience,
students
may
handle administrative
hearings
on their own.
• The National
Committee
Against Discrimination in Housing conducts major litigation in
the housing and land-use field.
Current cases include attacks on
suburban
efforts to exclude
low-income subsidized housing,
and large-lot zoning and other
exclusionary
land-use policies.
Students will do research, help
draft pleadings, and participate
in litigation strategy discussions.
• Ayuda (Spanish for "Help")
is a largely student-run
storefront in the center of :Washington's
low-income
Spanishspeaking community.
Students
provide assistance and referrals
.to residents with consumer, immigration, tax and other problems. Spanish-speaking
students
are especially needed.
• The National Prison Project
conducts
litigation,
prepares
legislation and trains attorneys
and students in all areas related
to prisoner's rights and prison
reform. Students work with staff
attorneys on research and drafting, answering prisoners' mail,
gathering
evidence, and preparing pleadings.
?t~de~t~.
h~ve also. been
pl~c.e~,; IP . the ,p~s~, with . the

Women's Legal Defense Fund,
the Migrant Legal Action Program, the Institute for the Development of Indian Law, and
the ACLU's national legislative
office.
In addition
to the credit
program,
national
LSCRRC
provides summer internships for
students in civil rights law firms
and organizations
around the
country. The iniernships provide
a stipend to cover living expenses.
There will be an organizational meeting for students
interested
in LSCRRC's
program early in the fall semester.

Students in
Court
LSIC is a litigation clinic in
. which third-year students from
GW and other area law schools
handle cases in the District of
Columbia Superior Court. Students handle the cases from the
time they are assigned (usually
by a sitting judge), through
client interview, fact investigation, motions, settlement negotiation or plea bargaining, trial
and, where appropriate.
appeal.
Supervision
is provided by a
small staff of experienced trial
attorneys.
LSIC is open only to thirdyear students who have passed
Evidence as well as the first year
courses, in Civil Procedure and
Criminal Law and Procedure.
Students wishing to participate
in the Criminal Division program -(misdemeanor
defense)
must also have passed Advanced
Criminal
Procedure.
Students
wishing to participate
in the
Family .Division (delinquency,
neglect and Persons in Need of
Supervision
cases) must have

passed Domestic Relations and
be registered in the Child Advocacy Seminar (Law 487).
Applications for participation
are solicited each Spring, and
applications
are reviewed by a
student-faculty
committee
on
the basis of prior clinical experience,
experience
dealing
with low-income people, relevant
courses taken, and grades. Except in the Family Division, students must participate for a full
academic year; four credits per
semester
are awarded
on a
CR/NC basis. At least 20 hours
of work per week is required;
this includes attendance
at a
weekly 2-3 hour seminar held in
the evening.
LSIC operates in the Superior
Court's Civil Division, including
landlord-tenant
and
small
claims matters; in the Criminal
Division, handling misdemeanor
defense;
and in the Family
Division, handling neglect, persons-in-need-of-supervision,
and
delinquency cases.

SEC
Observer
The
Securities
Exchange
Commission has a program in
which area law students work
with S.E.C. attorneys (mostly in
the division of enforcement). Included in the program is a two
hour seminar
on Wednesday
afternoons held at the S.E.C.
Total time required for the program is 15 hours per week, and
three
credits
are given for
participation.
The Observer
Program
is
open to second and third year
students who have had, or are
presently taking the Corporations course. For further
information
please check with
Prof. Stevenson ..

NLG
The National Lawyers' Guild
Radical Law Legal Aid Program
is being offered for the first time
in the fall semester of 1974 by
the GW chapter of the Guild to
give law students a radical clinical law alternative,
to make
radical law alternatives
more
visible in a traditional law school
environment, and to aid Guild
projects and attorneys.
The National Lawyers' Guild
is an association of radical lawyers, law students, and legal
workers generally, but not exclusively, on the left. It meets
regularly for its members to exchange ideas, has ongoing panels, such as its Military and
Draft Law Panels, in various
areas of law and periodically
comes to the aid of groups who
would not otherwise have competent counsel, such as in the
Attica
and Wounded
Knee
defense task forces.
Under the Radical Law Legal
Aid program, students will work
with Guild attorneys. The work
the students will do under the
program will be legal with a
radical or political content.
The program is open to first,
second, and third year students.
First year students may only
work on a volunteer basis, but
second and third year students
may sign up for one hour of
credit for which they are expected to do 60 hours of work
over the semester, or two hours
of credit. 120 hours per semester.
The Radical Law Program
also arranges to bring Guild attorneys together with like minded students under the regular
Attorney
Assistance program.
For further information see the
Guild bulletin board, the Legal
Aid Bureau, or get in touch with
the NLC Guild chapter.

Clinical Programs Criticized
At the conclusion of the Spring, 1974, semester,
the GW caucus of the National. Lawyers Guild
conducted a survey of NLC students who had
participated in clinical law programs during the
school year. 60 students who were involved in a
wide variety of programs responded.
The questionaire was primarily designed to pinpoint what sort of skills the student utilized in
program participation
and to stimulate critical
analysis of the program structure, leadership, and
effectiveness. The survey' responses in general
indicate that while the skills utilized in different
programs were frequently similar, the students
opinions ofthe specific programs varied greatly.
Certain projects received uniform praise from
the students working in them. One such project
was the Public Defender Service at St. Elizabeth's
Hospital. In response to the question "Did you get
the sort of experience you anticipated?"
one
student replied, "I got a much more meaningful
experience than I planned."
Two other projects which students indicated
had given them a wide-ranging and useful work
experience were the Community
Legal Clinic's
Southeast Office Project and the Law Students in
Court Program. However, six out of the seven
responses of the Law Students in Court participants felt that the program should receive greater
academic credit.
Other .clinical law projects provoked less en,thusiastio.. responses, Students' working in the

Consumer Help Program who filled out question- .
aires indicated that they gained little legal experience other than handling consumer complaints on the telephone and doing factual investigation. One respondent suggested that the
project should be "raze[d] and startled] anew.'
Six out of seven students responding. however,
felt that the project was 'a genuine service to the
community.
. Another program evoking some negative responses was that of the Public Defender Service,
although responses were qualified in relation to
which attorney the student had worker' with.
Many students who completed the. surveys had
little contact with the professor in charge of the
project. Most students indicated that the super. vising professor served primarily as a figurehead;
many did not know the identity of that supervisor,
or chose not to respond to the question.
A number of other programs were evaluated by
student participants including Community Legal
Services, other Community
Legal Clinic programs, the Magistrate Clerkship program. the
SEC observer program, and others.
Students who are interested in participating in
any of these projects, as well as professors in
charge of them, can gain from the experience of
others by reading the individual survey forms.
The forms will be on file in the Advocate office in
the basement of Bacon Halt' for anyone who
wishes to read them.
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1£~ttnrtul
An Alternative to
Technical Training
At the National Law Center we are required to participate
in a certain amount of formal classroom learning as more or
less passive participants
in a series of supposedly
elucidating
lectures and discussions.
This approach
is typical of most law
schools. Unfortunately,
for many of us the passivity
often
leads to a resignation
that the nature of the student's
participation in law school is only that of an observer.
The law and the processes through which we learn the law
have meaning
only in the context of real life situations
in
which the law can be used as a tool, ideally to further the
causes of justice. Studying the law in the vacuum of the classroom produces
technical
competence,
but little true understanding of the power and versatility of the law as a tool.
Because
of this inherent
one-sidedness
of classroom
learning, the law school can only become an educational
institution when classroom work is balanced and complemented
by the availability
of other activities that have the ability to
give students a feeling for the law as it is used. And students
can only receive an education in law (as opposed to a technical
training) by taking advantage
of and by becoming involved in
such outside activities.
The Advocate is one of those complementary
activities. Our
goal is to put what is happening
in the classroom
in the
context of what, if any, relevance
it has to what happens
outside the classroom.
Our goal is the presentation
of the
many dimensions
of the law, lawyers, and law students, and of
those who are affected by the law, lawyers, and law students.
We want to expose the bright sides and the dismal sides.
If we meet these goals, we will be a part of the continuation
of the National Law Center as an educational
institution.
But
the work can't be done by a small group of people, no matter
how dedicated.
The Advocate is the student newspaper of the
National Law Center and it depends on students (as well as on
facuIty and staff) for its content as well as its vitality.
All students are invited to participate
in the production
of
The Advocate. We need help on all phases of production from
reporting to layout and paste-up. Time requirements
are quite
flexible.
We are also interested
in individual
contributions
from
people who do not want to become part of the staff. Our office
is in the basement
of Bacon Hall in room 11. Stop by
sometime.

UT4t 1\bunrult
Editor
Charles

Leone

Business Manager

Copy Editor
Diane

Steve Converse

Seeger

Advertising Director
Dirck

Holscher

The opinions expressed by our columnists are their own,
and do not necessarily reflect the views of The Advocate,
the National Law Center; or the George Washington
University.

Team Teaching for First Year
Students RecoIllIllended
(The following is the second
part of an article proposing
methods of grade reform. In the
first part, published
in the
Advocate last spring, Professor
Banzhaf suggested a mathematical procedure for normalizing
grades 'to correct for variances
among sections.)

that individual professors differ
in their areas of particular
interest, in their methods of presentation, in their philosop?y,
and in other matters
which
affect their teaching.
Thus, in the torts area, some
may tend to emphasize
the
consumer
point of view and
product safety, others a historical approach, or one based on
rigorous theoretical analysis, or
another on emphasis on practical remedies of the courtroom.
Professors
in
criminal
law
courses might seem to be more
defense minded, or more prosecution minded, than others. In
addition, some may have particular areas in which they have
a particular expertise or interest,
such as no-fault auto insurance,
the effects of insurance on the

particularly
in the critical first
year, so that one-hundred-odd
students will not be arbitrarily
"stuck" with a less skilled professor simply because of their
last names.
Another related advantage is
that students during the first
term and first year will be
exposed to and get to know a far
larger
number
of professors.
Most students apparently find
some professors easier to talk to
than others, whether this concerns
class
work
or other
matters,
and
increasing
the
number of professors to whom
they are exposed makes it far
more likely that they will find
one or more that they feel comfortable with discussing various

by John F. Banzhaf III
The second proposal relates to
a far-reaching
change in our
teaching method for multi-section courses. I believe it would
have numerous advantages, only
one of which would be the elimination of grading disparities in
multi-section courses.
Under our present system if
there are, for example, three
problems,
torts classes, each is taught by a .
separate professor. Each profesAlong the same lines, it is also
sor prepares all of the material
torts system, etc. Finally, some true that for a particular student
in his course, prepar.es his own
professors
rely more on the
Socratic
method
than
others
one professor may be able to exfinal examination,
and hands
plain some concept quite clearly,
out his own grades.
who lecture and explain some- while another
professor's
exSuppose, instead of the prewhat more, while others may
. h t 0 d e It've ex ensive Iy rn
. t 0 a planation is far less satisfactory
sent system, the three professors
WIS
few cases rather than lightly over to that particular student.
teaching the torts courses divided the work differently. Simmany. It is difficult to say that
A final advantage of such a
ply for the sake of example, supanyone method or selection of team-teaching
proposal would
pose Professor A were responsisubject matter is better or worse . be that the disparity in grading,
ble for teaching roughly the first
than any other, and in fact this
at least in those sections where
third of the torts course (e.g., inmight very well differ from team teaching is used, would be
tentional
torts and defenses),
student to student.
eliminated. Presumably, if three
Professor B might be responsible
If students
were aware of professors shared the responsifor the middle segment, and
which approaches and teaching
bility for teaching torts, each
Professor C for the last third.
methods they found more help- would prepare a separate quesUnder the present schedule such
ful and could select a professor
tion or section of the final exam,
a division would, of course, be
accordi.ngl~,
t~ere
might . be and each would separately mark
impossible because all the tort
some Justification
for having
all of the papers on his parcourses are not scheduled at the
each professor teach an entire
ticular section. (Each section
same time, but suppose that the
section. However, in the first would be answered in a separate
three tort classes were reschedyear, where professors are as- blue book, so as not to delay the
uled so that each met at a
signed arbitrarily,
there is no grading process.) Thus, the final
separate hour.
such justification.
grade that any student received
What would be the advanThus, one of the major ad- would be the sum of the three
tages of such a system of team
vantages of this team teaching
grades of the three individual
teaching? To my mind there , proposa~ wou.ld be that students
professors. Thus, if Professor A,
might be a great many. First,
rn mUltl-~ectlOn ~ourses, partifor example, tended to mark a
since each professor would be
cularly
m required
courses,
question high, that advantage
directly responsible in effect for
would be exposed to a much
would accrue to all members of
only a third of material,
his
wider variety ~f philosoph~es,
the section equally, rather than
preparation,
knowledge,
and
ar~as of emphasis, and teaching
being confined to those who
expertise presumably would be
skl~ls. It seems to me that such a happened to be in his section.
correspondingly greater.
vaned exposure can only make
.
At the moment, each profestheir
educational
experience
.Whatever the dlsadva?tages, I
sor prepares the entire course,
richer and more meaningful,
think they are far out~elghed ?y
so there is a substantial dupliand give them a much wider ex- the advantages
previously d.lscation of effort. By reducing the
posure to these areas of the law
cussed. Scheduling, at least inarea of responsibility
by twoIt has, however, been sug- itially, might be a little bit more
thirds, the time and energy each'
gested that some professors are complicated. Certainly the team
professor could spend in prein fact better than others. To the teaching technique would take
paring
an individual
c1assextent that this might be true,
some getting used to by students
which should include reviewing
the team teaching approach will , as well as by facult~. St~dents
the cases in the case book, reat least equalize the quality of would be forced to adjust (if that
viewing and comparing
with
teaching received by 'students,
(See TEACHING, p, 5)
other case books, consulting
with treatises and other established references, being up to
date on newly decided cases,
checking recent Law Review
articles, case notes, etc., planning new presentations
and
hypothetical
questions
based
d l?e Advocate will publish six more issues on alternate Tuesays
upon' past experiences,
etc.Fu.~ng the fal~ semester. The deadline for all copy is 5 PM on the
could be far more thorough, An
n balYpreceding the date of issue. Copy must be typewritten and
d ou e-spaced.
additional
incentive
to more
t~orough and complete preparaDeadline
tion would be that the particular
Date of Issue
Sept. 6
presentation would be made not
September 10
September 20
once to one class, but, rather
September 24
October 4
three times, to three different
October 8
October 18
"audiences."
October 22
November 1
Secondly, it is well recognized
November 5
November is
November 19

Publication Schedule
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NLRB Hinders Union
Organizing at Howard
by Diane Seeger
including nurses, plumbers, and
Howard University law pro- plant maintenance employees
fessors received" a setback this have negotiated collective barsummer in their attempts to gaining agreements with the
organize a labor union when the University and are currently
National Labor Relations Board, working under those agreements.
in a 3 to 2 decision, held that it
The root of the controversy
would be inappropriate to assert goes back to 1867 when Howard
Board jurisdiction over the University received its educaUniversity, and dismissed a tional charter for providing
petition by Teamsters Local 246 higher educational opportunities
to hold a representation election for blacks and minority groups.
among the law faculty.
Since that charter, Howard
Since the Federal Govern- University has enjoyed a unique
ment's interest in Howard's fi- relationship with the federal
nancial affairs far exceeds that government. In recent years,
normally associated with the Howard University has received
Government's funding of spe- up to 67 per cent of its budgetcific University projects, the more than 30 million dollarsmajority said that attempts at from the federal government.
asserting jurisdiction over HowThese funds have been subard in labor matters would bring jected to annual audits by both
on the involvement of many the General Accounting Office
federal agencies.
and the Department of Health,
The dissenters argued that the " Education and Welfare.
majority's position was incon" The petition grew out ofa
sistant with the present situation long standing contention by
at Howard". Several groups, Howard professors that their

Tealll Teaching
(TEACHING, from p, 4)
is the proper word) to a wider
variety of teaching styles and
techniques, although, in my
view, that would be more of an
advantage than a disadvantage.
Finally, a professor would no
longer be responsible for the
entire contents of one course,
but rather for the contents of a
section of the course. This would
require some degree of coordination" between the different
teachers of torts or contracts,
something which, again, probably is more desirable than undesirable.
As with the first proposal, this
idea is presented at this point

influence in academic affairs
was steadily eroding away. The
professors
complained
that
Howard University standards for
promotion tenure had tightened
up and had become unreasonable.
Because of the preserrt inflationary trend and financial pressures, university administrations
are taking a hard look at faculty
aspirations for economic advancement and protective tenure. At Howard University, however, the situation becomes
further complicated because of a
past history of student boycotts,
building takeovers and frequent
dean resignations.
Although Dean Charles T.
Duncan of Howard Law School
mentioned that no new action
has been taken by the professors
or the Teamsters, the faculty still
has the option of requesting reconsideration of the board's decision.

Proposed

only for discussion, so that many
of the individual details have not"
been discussed. For example, it
could be utilized only for first
year courses, or for all large
multi-section courses. There are
obviously practical limits which
in some cases must be considered; e.g., five sections is
probably too much for anybody
to teach, and trying to divide a
course into five segments or
more might be just too difficult.
For these reasons the team
teaching might be useful, for
example, only for day sections.
As previously indicated, both
of these proposals are advanced
at this time for the purpose of
further discussion and study.

Either one, I think, would substantially eliminate the problem
of grading disparities, and each
might be adopted individually,
or both used together. I have
asked that both proposals be referred to the appropriate faculty
or student faculty committees
for study, and suggested that the
SBA might also wish to study
them and express a view. In the
meantime, I would be happy to
receive any individual suggestions or comments that anyone
might have and will do my best
to forward these to the appropriate committee and to bring
them to the attention of the
members of the faculty when
these matters are eventually
voted upon.

In terna tional
Journal
Thefouma!
of International Law and Economics is interested in
the participation of students of any year who wish to gain
publication experience.
The Journal is an entirely student run, law review format,
publication. It has a staff of approximately 50 students and
publishes three issues each year. Its subscribers are private
practitioners, businessmen, law libraries, and administrators
throughout the world. The Journal provides a forum for scholarly
articles and student notes relating to international law, business,
and economic policy. In addition, each issue includes Book Reviews,
written by practitioners, and Recent Decisions and Books Received,
written by staff members.
.
Staff duties include a student writing program, production and
administrative work, spading footnotes, and proofreading galleys:
There is no competition for membership at present; the only
requisite for maintaining staff affiliation is continued interest and
participation ui Journal activities. An interest in international law is
not required for participation.
Recent issues of the Journal have featured a two-volume
Symposium on International Antitrust Law, articles on the Law of
the Sea and Multinational Corporations. and a Symposium on the
Practice on International Law. Recently published student writing
includes case comments on United States Customs Law and Private
Clayton Act Divestiture Actions. and notes on Executive Agreements
and the Andean Foreign Investment Code. The Joumal encourages
publication by staff members and solicits publishable material from
all students at the National Law Center.
TheJouma! recently established a Board of Advisors consisting of
leading professionals in relevant specialties. The Advisors, who were
selected for their interest in the development and content of the
Journal as well as for their expertise, include The Honorable Arthur
J. Goldberg; Julius Katz, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State; J.
Dapray Muir, former Assistant Legal Advisor for Economic and
Business Affairs at the State Department; Jonathan Rose, Assistant
Deputy Attorney General; Robert Horrnatz, former staff member of
the National Security Council and presently a Scholar at the
Brookings Institution; and several professors on the faculty here.
Any student interested in joining the Journal staff is encouraged
to come to our office, located in the basement of Bacon Hall, and
talk to any of the editors.
There will be a mandatory organizational meeting on Wednesday,
August 28, at 1 PM or 8 PM in Room 30, Stockton Hall, for all staff
members and those wishing to join theJaumal.

Letter to the Editor:

Legal H umor Journal
To the editor:
Several students and faculty
members at the new Franklin
Pierce Law Center have begun to
put together a legal periodical
dealing with humor and satire.
We would like to receive manuscripts, cartoons, poems, etc.
having to do with the legal

system, the lawyer's work, the
impact of the system on the
individual, etc.
Depending on funding, the
first volume of Obiter Dictum
will be published late this
summer or early fall. The
journal will be loosely, if at all
(See HUMOR, p, 7)

A rea Theatres Offer Student Discounts
by Alan Kleinburd
The City of Washington can
be an adventuresome place for
the limited-budget theatre-goer.
One must, however, faIl into one
of several discrete categories to
take advantage of many of the
bargains around town. For many
places, the status of "student"
willdo the trick.
Many Washington theaters do
provide special student discount
tickets. Following is a list of
some (but not all) of the theaters
and their discount plans.
The Kennedy Center
The Kennedy Center has
half-price tickets for just about
every production except rock
concerts. This includes plays,
ballet, opera, and classical. music. Tickets"areusually available

for every performance except
Saturday night.
Unlike most theaters, the
Kennedy Center will allow the
purchaser two student tickets
with one i.d. A certain number
of half-price tickets (other
groups besides students qua!ify
for discount tickets) are set aside
for each performance, and once
they are gone no more discount
tickets are available for that
performance. Consequently, if
you want to attend on a friday
night or for a major 'attraction
(e.g. the Royal Shakespeare
Company or the New York City
Ballet> it is important to get the
tickets far in advance.
The' National
Symphony
usually has very inexpensive
tickets for concert. series on
. weekday evenings or Friday".

afternoons. Information is available at the Kennedy Center.
Arena Stage
TheArena is a repertory company with a" complex of two
theaters in Southwest D.C.~the
Arena and the Kreeger and has
a well-deserved reputation .of
being one of the finest of such
companies in.the country.
Depending on the popularity
ofthe production, the Arena will
establish one of two student
ticket policies. If a play is doing
very well, the policy is that 30
minutes before show time any
tickets not sold are available as
student tickets. If it doesn't
appear that the play will approach being a sell-out, then
student tickets can be reserved
twodays in advance.' In 'either"

case, one i.d. gets one ticket,
student tickets are $2.75, and
the purchaser will probably be
given the best seats available
even if reserving a couple days
ahead.

cept Saturday evening. Tickets
can be bought well in advance
and arc for orchestra or whatever else is available.

Washington Performing
Arts Society
Ford's Theater
The
W.P.A.S.
brings in variFord's Theater usuaIly brings
in road companies. Although ous "cultural" programs, usualstudent tickets are generaIly ly either at the Kennedy Center
available for Thursday and or at Lisner Auditorium on the
Sunday matinees, the theater scenic G.W. campus. For promay have student tickets for grams at Lisner, half-price
"some evening performances. student tickets are available at
There is apparently no set W.P.A.S.'s own box office.
The National Gallery of Art
policy.
and The Phillips Collection
Gallery" often have classical
National Theater
The National also brings in music recitals on Sunday afterBroadway road companies. It noons. There are no student
has created a new policy where- tickets, but fortunately there is
by students can get tickets for also no admission charge for
.$3.00 for "a!ly performance ex- anyone.
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.Clinical Education Committee Report
The Community Legal Clinic
is one of the most innovative and
unique clinical programs in the
United Stales.
.
Under the direction of Professor Eric Sirulnik, second and
third year students participate in
a variety of legal cases encountered in the Urban setting of the
District of Columbia.
Both litigation and administrative practice are combined
with general problem
solving
and advocacy in behalf of special
segments of the D.e. populace.
In the course of the past few
years, e.L.e. students enrolled
in Law 579 (Clinical Studies in
Urban Law) have litigated cases
in D.e. Superior Court, participated in litigation in the U.S.
District Court, drafted legislation for the D.e. Government,
and for that of Prince George's
County and the State of Maryland as well as advising small
businessmen
and community
organizations
throughout
the
city.
The interests the clinic has
represented have been as varied
as protecting a three hundred
year old historical cemetery from
development for commerical use
to challenging the election laws
for D.e. School Board membership.
Below is a partial
list of
e.L.e. projects, described briefly. Details may be obtained at
307 Bacon Hall, 2000 H Street,
N.W., or on 676~7463.

Community Legal Clinic
program are able to testify in
court and always assist in drafting the necessary pleadings, even
if they themselves do not argue
the case.

Older American's
Service Project
The Senior Citizens Legal
Program
of the Community
Legal Clinic is a project which
produced
much in the past
months and has a great potential
in the future. Last semester the
project employed students who
provided a variety of legal services and educational programs
to senior citizen's groups and
individuals.
During this time CLC students have effectuated a five day
per week counseling service for
the elderly at the Barney Neighborhood House. a private settlement house on 16th Street, N. W.
In addition to the daily help
given in the area of social security. welfare, landlord-tenant
and consumer problems, participants in the program prepare
income tax returns for senior
citizens and do individual research in the areas of current
nutrition statutes and programs,
pension reform and District of
Columbia health care facilities,
as well as compiling a compendium of public housing laws.
Professor Weaver continues to
Martin Luther King
supervise t-he e.L.C.'s innovative
- Avenue Office
and greatly needed will writing
The Community Legal Clinic
service for the area's low income
Anacostia storefront office proelderly. Second and third year
vides second and third year stustudents who have successfully
dents with the opportunity
to completed the basic course in
meet and assist people from the
trusts and estates, work under
Anacostia community with variProfessor Weaver's close superous legal problems.
Matters
vision, in interviewing
clients,
concerning
landlords,
public
drafting wills, and arranging for
agencies such as the welfare de- the execution of the final drafts;
partment
and Social Security
The newest program in the
Administration,
and a whole
project is e.L.C. 's participation
range of small claims matters,
in a Senior Citizen Nutrition
have been dealt with successfully
Program administered
by the
by the students.
Southeast Neighborhood House
Presently, the clinic is handthrough a grant from H.E. W.
ling many cases awaiting final
e.L.e. is providing legal services
disposition through court action
and legal education to some 125
and/or negotiation out of court,
elderly clients who take their
through
the student
practice
meals in a communal
setting
provision of the D.e. Superior
and participate in various social
Court, and under the superand service programs
adminivision of the Clinic's Director.
stered by the nutrition program.
The storefront is manned by
This program consists of a
law students from 1:00 p.m,
problem
solving
capability
until
5:00
p.m.,
Monday
through the law student practice
through Friday with interviews
provisions of Superior Court and
by appointment in the evenings
a wide ranging series of legal
for those individuals
who are education presentations given to
unable to utilize the services
the members of the nutrition
during the afternoon.
Once a program in the form of regular
week the students meet with the seminars. The sessions prepared
Director in seminar form to dis- by law students deal with such
cuss the cases that come into the areas as landlord-tenant,
medioffice and plan strategy based on care-medicaid,
social security,
the substantive law and practical
probate,
pension,
and small
considerations of each situation.
claims court rights and proceThis type of clinical program
dures.
is providing students with the
Each law student
in the
interviewing and practical
re- project is responsible
for the
search skills normally not de- preparation of a seminar in such
veloped in the classroom. Some
a particular
area, and inciof the participants
in the dentally
becomes
our main
""'..

"., ...

resource
for solving
specific
problems of our clients in that
area.
The students working in the
Southeast
House and Barney
House projects attend a series of
seminars arranged for them by
their student director, with representatives from most of the
D.C. and Federal agencies which

deliver services to the elderly.
These sessions give valuable insights to both the procedure and
philosophy of many or the most
important old age agencies.
Low Income Tax Clinic
Last year's Low Income Tax
Clinic got underway with an
I.R.S. tax training
session in

February.
Students
from the
Tax Clinic and Old Age Clinic
participated in this extensive day
long learning experience. The
tax project has students who are
preparing returns for either 2 or
3 credit hours, each doing a
minimum of 12 hours per week.
The community project office is
located in Anacostia. The Community Legal Clinic also has a
tax service for Spanish speaking
citizens which is located in the
local latino
community
and
(See CLINICAL, p. 7)

Problems of the Consumer
This Clinical Law course is
opened to second and third year
law students and is offered for
two or three credits. If student
registers for two credits there is a
requirement
of eight
hours
clinical work per week. If the
student registers for three credits there is a requirement of ten
hours clinical work plus one
seminar
per week. Summer
session participants
will receive
two credits for sixteen hours
clinical work per week, and for
three credits twenty hours of
clinical work is required plus a
two hour seminar per week.
Students registered for Law 459
may participate
in any of the
following programs:

WTTG Complaint

Bureau

Law students man a bank of
telephones from 12:30 to 5:00
Monday
through
Friday
to
handle
consumer
complaints
and provide an information and
referral service to consumers in
the Metropolitan
D.C. area.
Complaints range from shoddy
or defective goods to landlordtenant hassles; and self-help,
non-legal advice is provided to
consumers. Since its opening in
May 1970, Consumer H-E-L-P
has handled nearly 27,000 complaints with a successful resolution in about 900/0 of those cases.
In about one-half of the calls
taken, the student
winds up
contacting the merchant himself
or herself to attempt to mediate
the complaint on an informal
basis. This practice provides law
students with valuable experience in the art of informal
negotiated settlements. This project is sponsored by WITG- TV,
a local TV station.

Operation P·E·P
Law students assigned to this
project work side-by-side with
senior citizen volunteers at the
new senior citizeri complaint
storefront located at 1806 Adams Mill Road, N. W. Students
handle
both
telephone
and
walk-in cases from 10:00 to 4:00
Monday through Friday. P-E-P
provides
both non-legal
and
legal (through the Community
Legal Clinic
Staff) help to
persons
over S5 with their
problems. which .include social

security,
Medicare,
Medicaid,
housing,
nutrition,
and other
problems affecting the elderly.
This program affords the students an opportunity
to learn
first-hand
about
the serious
difficulties that an older person
faces today, and some solutions
to them.
Students
also will
participate in seminars given by
representatives
of various local
governmental
agencies in the
field, and may speak to local
senior citizen clubs or organizations on a wide variety of topics.
This project is sponsored
by
WMAL Radio, Consumer H~EL-P, and the CLC.
Ayuda
This was Consumer H-E-L-P's
first storefront complaint center.
Opened in June 1971, Ayuda
serves
the
Spanish-speaking
community as a bilingual information and referral service. Now
a community-run
non-profit
corporation, Ayuda is staffed by
community volunteers. Students
will serve as consultants
on
specific problems,
as well as
undertaking
research and writing assignments
in the area of
Latin problems in this city.

The Consulting Program In the past, Consumer H-EL-P has served as a consultant to
many groups, including the D.e.
City Council, Montgomery County, Prince George's
County,
Arlington County, Fairfax County, and the Federal
Trade
Commission
Task
Force
on
Consumer Protection.
Students
working in this project would be
assigned to a local consumer
protection
agency to do legal
research, legislative drafting, or
any number of other consulting
jobs in the field of consumer
protection.

_
Reporting Service
Students will have the opportunity to write for the Consumer
Protection Reporting Service. a
loose leaf publication written by
Professor Rothschild.
Specifically, legal writing will be done
under
Professor
Rothschild's
supervision, along with that of a
staff of student editors. This
project allows students to produce published material in the
field. of consumer
protection,
• '0'.;.

and provides invaluable experience in legal research, writing,
and editing techniques.
Media Programming
Because of our affiliation with
both WTTG TV and WMAL
Radio, we are able to obtain free
air time
to run
consumer
documentaries
exposing frauds
and educating the public. Past
programs
have covered such
topics' as car repairs, vocational
schools, land sales, and employment services. Students work as
"investigative reporters" with a
radio or TV reporter on these
programs, and often appear on
the air as spokesperson
for
Consumer H-E-L-P.
The Computerized
_ Research Program
Students
participate
in the
development of our computerized research
program,
which
utilizes information from all of
our nearly 27,000 complaints on
file. Students work with programming,
and other areas of
computer analysis.
Anacostia
Students are assigned to our
storefront located in S.E. Washington,
which handles
complaints from D.e.'s urban poor.
Consumer Education
Groups of law students actually teach classes in consumer
protection
in the D.e. public
school system. Topics covered
are deceptive
sales practices,
buying on credit, personal finances,
and
other
areas
of
particular concern to teen-agers.
Administration
Students work. in our Bacon
Hall offices handling mail cornplaints,
and
doing .a mail
follow-up of complaints 'taken at
our other centers.
LEAAjU.S. Attorney
Criminal Fraud Project
Under a grant from LEAA,
students
work with the U.S.
Attorney's Fraud Unit in D.C. to
isolate and investigate cases of
possible
criminal
consumer
fraud for prosecution.
In the
past, Consumer
H-E-L-P has
provided information
that has
led to the successful prosecution
of at least one area merchant for
consumer fraud.
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More Clinical Program Descriptions
(CLINICAlL,from p. 6)
'staffed by bi-lingual law students working at the Ayuda
office.
D.C.-Maryland Rape Law
Reform Project
The D.C.-Maryland Rape Law
Reform Project has drawn legislation and jury instructions for,
and testified before, the D.C.
City Council and the Prince
George's County Council while
continuing its novel study of potential juror attitudes towards
parties and facts involved in a
forceable rape situation.
Prince George's County
Pollee Suit
The Prince George's County
police brutality case, which was
filed in U.S. District Court in
Baltimore under the title Boyd v.
Gullet, has been more or less
stalled in the quagmire of pretrial discovery maneuvering.
Community Legal students who
work with the A.C.L.U., the
N.A.A.C.P. Legal Defense Fund,

and the pro bono section of
Hogan and Harston are continuing to interview prospective
new plaintiffs in the case, while
waiting for court authorization
to begin sifting through the
reams of police and county
records which must be examined
in conjunction with .the case.

In addition to the students
who are working on this aspect
of the project, the Director of
Community Legal Clinic and
two students sit as members of
the City Council Cable Television Educational
Advisory
Committee, whose role is to design a program for the education
of the community in regard. to
Cable Television Project
relevant issues pertaining to the
After developing expertise for establishment of a cable system
the past 2 years in the area of in the District of Columbia. The
Cable Television, the Communi- committee's role is central to
ty Legal Clinic has established providing an opportunity for
enough of a reputation in the meaningful public participation .
field to be asked by the D.C. City in the cable television regulatory
Council to be the major con- process.
tributor in the. designing and
drafting of a Cable Television
Regulatory Statute for the Dis- . Mount Zion Cemetery Pro~ect
trict of Columbia. As part of this
task, Community Legal Clinic
In one of its newer projects,
students are doing analyses of the Community Legal Clinic has
the recent White House position been busily engaged in assisting
paper on the common carrier
the Afro-American Bicentennial
status of cable systems and the Corporation in its efforts to keep
a former slave cemetery in
recent Supreme Court Decision
pectainingto
cable television Georgetown from being sold to
copyright status.
commercial developers and to

have the entire site preserved as
an historic park or memorial to
one aspect of the Black contribution to Washirigton'shistory.
The Afro-American Bicenten-

Legal H umor Journal
(HUMOR, from p. 5)
affiliated with the law center.
This is because we wish to
attract the broadest base possible for contributors and for our
editorial advisory board-both
geographically and from the
standpoint of specialty. It will be
published by a non-profit organization, and payment for any
materials used in publication
will be in copies of the journal.
If any writers wish to submit
material for publication, we ask
that it be typed, double-spaced
and submitted on 81/2 by 11 inch
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The projects described below
are those being offered for credit
by the Legal Aid Bureau. In
addition the Legal Aid Bureau
will approve credit for other
projects as long as they meet the
following criteria: (1) The project must be supervised by a
qualified attorney; (2) No pay is
received by. the student for
his/her work; (3) The project is
designed primarily to assist indigents.
Students interested in any of
these projects should register for
Law 346C. In the past most
.students have registered for
either one or two credits per
semester. There is no limit
however on the number of
credits a student may take in any
one semester, except that no one
may take more than 17 credits of
credit/no credit courses in law
school. First year students may
work in any program on a
volunteer basis.
Womens Legal Clinic
The WLC was organized in
January or 1974. Students provide service for women in the
District of Columbia who need
legal assistance in civil matters,
but particular attention is focused on sex discrimination
cases. Students also engage in
lobbying efforts with the university to provide equal facilities
and opportunities for women
students. Emphasis is placed on
working collectively. Students
work under the supervision of
the CLS attorneys and receive
one to three credits per semester.
The project will also be open
during the summer.
Neighborhood Legal Services
This. OEO funded project
handles the same sort of cases as

Community Legal Services, but
its offices are located in 11 different areas of the District of
Columbia. Close supervision is
provided by full time staff attorneys. Summer also.
Law Students in Corrections
Students assist inmates at the
Lorton Reformatory and at Corrections Departments halfway
houses with both civil and
criminal legal problems. Weekly
trips to Lorton are made by participating students along with
volunteer attorneys provided by
theD.C. Bar Association.
Public Defender Service
Second and third year students are eligible for Clerkships.
Students assist staff attorneys in
investigation arid trial preparation, researching and writing,
motions and memoranda. Work
in this project allows a student to
work closely' with a trained
criminal attorney from the initial investigating stage through
the trial and possible appeals.

attorneys who determine whether or not the case will be accepted. Students also work on
preparation of special A.C.L.U.
publications and litigation.

, Military Law
In conjunction with the Lawyer's Military Defense Committee of the American Civil Liberties Union, students prepare
briefs and present oral arguments on behalf of discharged
servicemen before the several
Discharge Review Boards and
Boards for the Correction of
Military/Naval Records. A full
time LMDC attorney assists
students in their preparations.

Legal Teaching Project
This program involves law
students lecturing to area high
school students on various legal
topics of contemporary interest.
The idea is to involve the students in a discussion and to start
them thinking about the host of
legal problems that face each of
us every day. Past topics have
covered such ground as landlord-tenant law, environmental
law, consumer law and protection, constitutional issues of
immediate concern, and the
rights of the accused in the
criminal process.

PDS-St. Elizabeth's Hospital
Second and third year students participating in this program are engaged primarily in
working up cases for 30 day
commitment hearings before the
Mental Health Commission.
This includes interviews with the
patient, nursing staff, social
service workers, physicians and
U.S. Magistrate Clerkship
the patient's family, and finally,
This
program is open to a
exchange of information and
limited number of students who
ideas with PDS staff attorneys.
have completed at least 42
credits. Applications and interviews will be forthcoming in late
American CivULiberties Union
Students investigate, research, April. If selected, the student
and present cases to A.C.L.U. can add this course in the fall.

nial Corporation is a non-profit
organization dedicated to the
preservation of sites relevant to
the Black experience in the
Nation's history.
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paper. Due to cost, manuscripts
or cartoons cannot be returned
unless accompanied by a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
Weare contacting syndicated
columnists, law professors. students, lawyers, and creative
writers nation-wide.
Our address is Obiter Dictum,
Franklin Pierce Law Center,
Concord, NH 03301.
Wish us luck on our new
literary experiment. We feel the
legal profession needs some
humor,especially now.
Editors of Obiter Dictum
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for all
individ uals
who wish to
work on the
Advocate

•••
••
•••
•••
• Editorial Personnel
••
• Prod uction Personnel
•
••
• Cartoonists
• Reporters
•••
• Columnists
•••
•••
1 PM and 7:45 PM
••
••• Room 11,Bacon Hall
•••
••
••
••
•••
•••
•••
••
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ABA-LSD Convention
(ABA-LSD, from p.2)
an unfair hardship
on those'
Law Student Division [?]"
schools
which
had
invested
On the other side of the issue
considerable money to lift themis the "accreditation"
model,
selves towards eventual accredi(which was supported
by the
tation. Moreover, a blanket adNationl Law Center Delegate).
mission would add a significant
This view draws its strength
argument to the unapproved law
from the
A.B.A.
minimum
schools'
pending
civil case
standards for law school accrediagainst the ABA in the 9th
tation. It asserts a paramount
Circuit.
It would allow the
L.S,D. interest in the quality of schools to allege that in receiving
both the education law students
the approval of an ABA Divireceive, and the professional
sion, they were in effect apcompetence of lawyers in the
proved by the ABA and theresociety at large .. The minimal
fore entitled to funding as a
standards
of competency
rematter of equal protection.
quire, inter alia, .that a law
Ultimately, the feeling of acschool, to receive A.B.A. ac- creditation proponents was that
creditation,
be operated
non-' rejection of the costly and painprofit, and include' a library.
staking Blue Ribbon investigaThese two prerequisites
were
tion, coupled with admission of
hotly criticized by students of all "law schools," might prompt
unapproved schools.
the ABAto abolish the LSD.
Many unapproved law schools
(The eighty-five page Comare store-fronts, without librarmission Report is available for
ies, or without classrooms. The
loan at the S.B.A. office. ComCommission expressed concern
ments on the issue are very much
about these more marginal of encouraged.)
the unapproved institutions, and
- The election of officers was
that' concern became the emoconducted by anonymous paper
tional foundation of the House . balloting, with each law school
of Delegates backing for the
receiving one vote. Before the
Commission Report.
balloting, the circuits caucussed
In essence, the "accreditaand heard a 10 minute speech
tion"
opinion
was that
to from each candidate.
Several
approve all schools would work
races were extremely close. In

ABA-LSD Resolutions
The following bills were voted by the House of Delegates:
(They are available on file in the S.B.A. Office, Room lOlA,
Bacon Hall.)
• Expression of Support for the House
Judiciary Committee Recommendation
of Impeachment
Passed 48123 as Amended
• Establishment of a Women's Caucus to
. Promote Women's Rights
Passed, Voice Vote
• Statement of Opposition to Restrictions
on Abortion Through Witholding of
Federal Funds, or State or Local
Legislation
Passed, Voice Vote
• Recommendation to ABA that More
Practicing Attorneys Be Hired By Law
Schools, to Teach Courses Related to
Their Experience and the Art of
Advocacy
Passed, Voice Vote
• Request that ABA publications use the
Pronoun Combination of "He or She" or
Usea Neuter Pronoun
Passed, Unanimous Voice Vote
• Resolution Urging De-Stigmatization of
"Isolated Instances of Emotional Stress" as a
Factor in Law School Admissions ... Passed by Voice Vote, as
Amended
• Implementation of a National Letter- Writing
Campaign to Warn LSD Representatives of the
Threat Which Nixon's Proposed Revision of the
Criminal Code Poses to Freedom
of the Press
Passed, Unanimous Voice Vote
• Correction of a Sexist Paragraph on Law
Student Spouses in the LSD Handbook
·
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Passed, Unanimous Voice Vote
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the election for Division Delegate to the ABA, Stark Ligon (U.
of Ark.) edged out D. Christopher Ohly (U. of Va.) on the
sixth ballot. And Bruce Bikin
(D. of Okla.) very narrowly
outpolled
Lynn Ferris (U. of
Detroit) for the office of Secretary.
.
Campaign
issues most frequently mentioned were increas- .
ing.the communication between
national officers, Circuit Governors, and local representatives; trimming
expenses,
especially executive travel budgets,
improving the stature of LSD in
the eyes of the ABA; and increasing the number of localinterest nationally-funded
programs, like Law Day activities,
minority enrollment, legal aid,
etc. (The requirement for funding of this 'sort is that twenty
percent of the student
body
belong to the L.S.D. The N.L.C.
currently has 266 LSD members
out of 1405 eligible students,
thereby falling 15 short of the
required number).
The most important election
saw the victory of David Erdman, past circuit governor of the
Washington, D.C. area, as President of the Law Student Division. Mr. Erdman,
a North
Carolina native and third year
student at the Georgetown Law
Center defeated David Baugh
(Texas Southern U.) and Robert
Drake (U. of San Diego). The
13th. Circuit (D.C.) was unanimous and quite active in its
support of Mr. Erdman, whose
key proposal of a computerized
placement service for jobs and
clerkships, recently received the
financial backing of the American Bar Association.
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